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Despite the rapid evolution of material science, it remains difficult to deploy new polymers that are inadequate to meet the 
stringent demands of industrial membrane separations.  Polymer membranes must be ultrapermeable, selective, and resistant to 

both physical aging, and plasticization.  Polymers with intrinsic microporosity (PIMs) are ultrapermeable, yet vulnerable to physical 
aging and plasticization.  Here we show that aging and plasticization in PIMs can be switched on and off through compatibility with a 
microporous polymer, porous aromatic frameworks (PAFs).  By replacing bulky methyl groups with smaller hydro groups, we remove 
the ability of a PIM polymer matrix to interact with PAFs; accelerating both physical aging and plasticization. Meanwhile PAFs 
tailors physical aging and annihilates plasticization in the original methylated PIM via physical interactions at specific locations on 
the PIM polymer chains. This benefits hydrogen recovery at realistic operating conditions; enabling the implementation of polymer 
membranes as a stand-alone separation technology, a paradigm shift from existing hybrid methods.
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